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Like Rembrandt, Gerard de Lairesse never visited Italy. But whereas, for Rembrandt, this failing did not matter greatly, given 
that he was forging a distinctive, individual manner, Lairesse was trying to follow in the footsteps of artists, such as Raphael, 
Poussin, Carracci, and Domenichino, whose work he had never seen. The artist often characterized as “the Dutch Raphael” or 
“the Dutch Poussin” only knew the works of Raphael and Poussin through prints. In this paper I examine how this vicarious 
knowledge of “the grand manner” influenced Lairesse’s own pictorial style, focusing in particular on his theory and practice 
of color.

Raphael, Poussin, and Lairesse

Paul Taylor

1 For a man with such a cosmopolitan view of art, Gerard de Lairesse seems to have traveled 
remarkably little. We have no evidence that he ever visited Italy,1 or France, or Spain, or England. 
He did it seems once travel to Cologne, and there is an unsubstantiated claim that he may have 
paid a brief visit to Berlin; but apart from these excursions into Germany, his life seems to have 
been spent almost entirely in two towns, Liège and Amsterdam.2

In this, of course, he was not unlike his older contemporary Rembrandt, who saw even less of 
the world than Lairesse. However, for Rembrandt travel was hardly necessary, since the style of 
painting he developed owed little to the work of painters from outside the Netherlands. Lairesse 
could not make the same claim, since he wanted to paint in the grand manner of Raphael, Car-
racci, Domenichino, Poussin, and Le Brun, the idealizing style of history painting founded on 
the study of antique sculpture.3 And yet seeing pictures made by these artists cannot have been 
easy for Lairesse, since in his day their works were thin on the ground in the Dutch Republic. We 
know of course that Raphael’s portrait of Baldassare Castiglione passed through the Amsterdam 
art trade, and that Rembrandt saw it and sketched it as it went by.4 There are, too, a number of 
other paintings assigned to Raphael, or said to be copies after his work, which are traceable in 
inventories and sales catalogues. Two were said to be “tronies”: one wonders which paintings 
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by Raphael would have been given this description.5 Another was said to be a Venus, another a 
Judith; the second of these was a copy and valued at 36 guilders; the first was valued at 26 guilders 
and so must have been a copy too.6 A Saint John the Baptist in the Wilderness may have been 
a copy of the Raphael School painting that has been hanging in the Tribuna in the Uffizi since 
1589.7 And finally there is a “Maria beeltie” in Rembrandt’s bankruptcy inventory.8 Raphael did of 
course paint numerous small Mary images, but whether Rembrandt’s example was an original, a 
workshop production, a copy, or a fake we may never know—and, of course, we are still arguing 
about the attribution of peripheral Raphaels today.9

If Raphael provides us with thin pickings in seventeenth-century Dutch collections, the same is 
true for the other artists Lairesse admired greatly. In the Northern Netherlands for the seven-
teenth century the Getty Provenance Index and the Montias Database list four Carraccis—wheth-
er Ludovico, Annibale, or Agostino is unmentioned;10 three landscapes by Poussin—whether 
Nicolas or Gaspard is unmentioned;11 one Domenichino;12 and no Le Bruns. To these pictures can 
be added a painting of Jacob and Rachel (or Rebecca and Eleazar) said to be by Poussin (Nicolas 
or Gaspard) in the Six collection13 and a cycle of the Seven Works of Mercy attributed to Anni-
bale Carracci, which according to Sandrart could be seen in the home of the Coymans family in 
Amsterdam.14 By the turn of the eighteenth century there were more Italian and French works in 
the Netherlands—in particular, the Rotterdam merchant Jacques Meyers put together one of the 
greatest collections of Poussins ever assembled—but Lairesse lost his eyesight in 1690, and there is 
no evidence that he knew the pictures on Meyers’s walls, nor indeed of any of the other paintings 
we have just listed.15

It is then perfectly possible that Gerard de Lairesse, who has often been called the Dutch Raphael 
and/or the Dutch Poussin,16 had never seen a genuine Raphael or Poussin. He may have thought 
that he had seen a Raphael or a Poussin—he may have been taken in by a wrong attribution or a 
deliberate forgery. But if so, he does not recount the experience in his Groot Schilderboek. When-
ever he refers to specific Raphaels or Poussins, he is referring to paintings that he cannot have 
seen, since they were hanging on, or cemented to, walls in Italy and France. What he knew were 
not the paintings themselves, but reproductive prints after those paintings.

As an example of this, take a passage in the Groot Schilderboek, in which he writes in favor of what 
he calls “kloeke beelden,” “robust figures,” as Lyckle de Vries has translated it.17] Painting robustly, 
Lairesse tells us, is to paint the figures so that they look large, as if they were seen close by, rather 
than small, as if they were seen in the middle distance.18 In his chapter defending robust figures, 
Lairesse gives examples of Italian and French paintings that are painted in the robust manner:

Consider for example the Woman at the Well, by Carracci;19 Simon the Magician, 
by Raphael;20 Judith, Sheba, Esther and David, by Domenichino;21 Esther and Aha-
suerus, by Poussin.22 Look at the beautiful piece by Le Brun, depicting the Death 
of St Stephen:23 how he has arranged these things with wonderful power, skill and 
naturalness, and also with robust figures. This example is enough to show clearly 
that painting robustly far surpasses painting on a small scale, and that whoever is 
practiced at painting on a large scale, can descend without difficulty to the small-
scale, should he so desire: but that on the other hand someone who always remains 
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busy with the small-scale, can attain the large-scale only with difficulty.24

From this it sounds as if Lairesse has seen the paintings themselves; but since only one of these 
pictures was in the Low Countries during his lifetime, he must have known the others through 
prints.25 The exception to the rule was Annibale Carracci’s Woman at the Well (Christ and the 
Samaritan Woman), which was in the collection of Jan Six in Amsterdam from at least 1669.26 It 
is possible that Lairesse saw this painting, but if he did, he does not mention the fact, whereas he 
does claim to have seen three prints after the painting.27

Throughout his chapter on robust painting, Lairesse compares painting robustly with painting 
large or life-size figures, to the extent that his early English translators actually rendered “kloek” 
as “large.”28 That was a reasonable confusion, since Lairesse himself seemed to assume that anyone 
who was painting robustly would also be painting on a large scale, an attitude that is implicit in 
the quotation above. And yet it is of course possible to paint robust figures on a small scale, as 
we can see if we consider Raphael’s fresco of Simon the Magician. This is not one of Raphael’s 
better-known works, even though it is in fact in the Raphael Stanze, in the Stanza dell’Incendio. 
However, it is located in a corner of the room where few of us ever direct our gaze, in a window 
embrasure next to the Coronation of Charlemagne (fig. 1). This frieze is probably not by Raphael 
himself, but by someone in his workshop, who may have been following a sketch by the master. 
Lairesse must have known it from the print in one of Pietro Santi Bartoli’s series of etchings after 
Raphael’s marginal designs (fig. 2).29

Lairesse discusses this frieze of Simon Magus as if it were a large painting with large figures, and 
presumably he imagined that it was. The image is robust, in that the figures are viewed from close 
by; but it can hardly be called large—certainly not in comparison to the fresco next to it. This 
brings home the extent to which Italian art was, for Lairesse, a matter of imagination, indeed of 
fantasy. Looking at this small, rather undistinguished print, he conjured up in his mind a huge 
painting with grand figures, of the kind that Raphael did of course paint in other places—for 

Fig. 1 Workshop of Raphael, Coronation of Charlemagne (with scene of 
Simon Magus in the window embrasure), 1514–17, fresco. Vatican City, 
Stanza dell’Incendio di Borgo (photo: © 2018 Scala, Florence)

Fig. 2 Pietro Santi Bartoli, after workshop of Raphael, “Simon Raised into 
the Sky by Magical Arts Falls Down at the Prayers of Saint Peter While Nero 
Watches,” 1650–70, etching, from Pietro Santi Bartoli, D. Nicolao Simonellio 
picturae omniumque bonarum artium cultori eximio, Rome: G. G. de’ Rossi, ca. 
1660, fol. 12, London, Warburg Institute (photo: Warburg Institute)
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example, on other walls of the papal Stanze. Some Dutch colleague who had been to Rome must 
have told Lairesse about the life-size scale of Raphael’s frescoes, and as a result he assumed that a 
print after a design by Raphael must be recording a whole wall full of artistry.

The passage we have been considering gives the uncautious reader the impression that Lairesse 
had firsthand experience of all the paintings in question, but in other places he is perfectly open 
and unapologetic about the fact that he is looking at prints. He refers a number of times to Rapha-
el’s Bible prints, which he probably knew from the series etched by Sisto Badalocchio and Giovan-
ni Lanfranco.30 These are printed versions of the compositions that Raphael and his workshop 
painted in the Vatican Logge. Although the Raphael Bible, as it is known, is a record of Raphael’s 
frescoes made over eighty years after Raphael’s death, Lairesse seems to have been unaware of the 
fact, and in one passage even gives the impression that he believed Raphael could have made the 
etchings himself. After making criticisms of two prints, of Abimelech seeing Isaac and Rebecca 
caressing (fig. 3) and of David seeing Bathsheba bathing, he goes on to write:

But since the greatest masters have their bad days, it seems probable either that 
these Bible prints were made in his earlier period, or that in his later period they 
were drawn or painted after his rapid sketches by his best disciples such as Giulio 
Romano, Gianfrancesco Penni or Perino del Vaga, and then retouched by Raphael 
himself.31

If we are to take this passage literally then it would appear Lairesse thought Raphael might have 
made these etchings himself when a young man, or toward the end of his career allowed his 
pupils to work them up from his sketches, to which he gave the finishing touches.32 It could be 
that he is compressing too much meaning into his sentence, and that when he spoke of Bible 
prints he meant the frescoes of which these Bible prints were copies—the fact that he used the 
word “geschilderd” perhaps suggests as much.33 But if he did muddle up prints and frescoes in his 
mind, that would be a revealing confusion, since Lairesse’s response to Raphael was derived from 
etchings and engravings like these. For him, the etched copies of these paintings were as close to 
the original frescoes as he managed to get.

Fig. 3 Sisto Badalocchio, after Raphael, Abimelech sees 
Isaac caressing Rebecca, from Historia del Testamento 
Vecchio dipinta in Roma da Raffaello, 1607, etching. London, 
British Museum, inv. L,4.19 (photo: Warburg Institute)
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11 And, as with the example of Simon Magus, the jump from etching to painting was not always 
easy to make. Consider for example what he says about the print of Abimelech seeing Isaac and 
Rebecca caressing, a subject that he misidentifies as Abimelech seeing Abraham and Sarah caress-
ing. The story from Genesis is that Isaac and his wife Rebecca had come to live in the kingdom of 
Gerar, ruled by Abimelech. Fearing that the inhabitants of Gerar might kill him for his beautiful 
wife, Isaac pretended that Rebecca was his sister. When the king saw them caressing, he realized 
that Isaac had been lying to him.34 Lairesse tells us that he does not like this composition—that 
it reminds him of mistakes he made in some of his own juvenilia. He is troubled by the bright 
sun shining through the arch. Trying to think of the reason why Raphael would have wanted to 
depict so fiery a sun, he suggests that, if the sun had not been shining directly on the couple, then 
Abimelech might not have been able to see them, given his distant position.35 These ruminations 
are typical of Lairesse’s analyses of compositions; he usually tries to find some logical explanation 
for the arrangement of the figures. In fact, in this particular instance he is not far from the truth, 
and he would have grasped it, if he had been able to see the colors of the painting, and so realized 
that the scene is suffused with the golden light and deep shadows of a sunset (fig. 4).36 Once we 
have understood the time of day, the shadows look as if cast by a setting sun—this is the case, it 
seems to me, even in the print.37 Now we can see why it was necessary to represent the sun shin-
ing through the arch; without the last rays of the sun, Abimelech really would not have been able 
to see the loving pair—in the twilight. Distance, of course, has nothing to do with it: Abimelech is 
only about two meters away from the couple.

The biblical passage of which this is a translation does not mention the time of day. The decision 
to turn it into a sunset was Raphael’s—or Giulio Romano’s or Gianfrancesco Penni’s or Perino 
del Vaga’s, the attribution is disputed.38 There are good, rational reasons for the setting at dusk, 
ones of which Lairesse would surely have approved. If Isaac and Rebecca were keeping their 
married state a secret then they were more likely to embrace in failing light. But there is, too, 
another reason for choosing this setting, one which the logical Lairesse might not have been so 
quick to appreciate. Paintings, or at least successful, moving paintings, are rather more than the 
clear and consistent depiction of narratives. They are also visual poems, in which all the elements 
combine to create and convey a mood and an experience. Even in its damaged state, this fresco is 

Fig. 4 Workshop of Raphael, Abimelech Sees Isaac Caressing 
Rebecca, 1518–19, fresco. Vatican City, Logge di Raffaello 
(photo: © 2018, Photo Scala, Florence)
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an alluring evocation of love at the end of day. Everything comes together in a mysterious unison: 
the couple, their legs entwined; the shadows cast by the sunset; the balcony through which trees 
and evening sky can still be seen; the soft shapes of the palace architecture; the fountain with its 
plashing water.

Not much of the magical power of the original fresco survives in the Badalocchio print, it must be 
said. And that, perhaps, is why Lairesse’s conception of what makes a good composition so fre-
quently boils down to the rational arrangement of elements within the logic of the narrative. This 
is a man, after all, who wrote that, although he was blind, he could compose a painting as well as 
someone with sight;39 because, he tells us, “the most important thing to bear in mind when com-
posing a picture is probability.”40 For someone with such a functional concept of composition, the 
poetic power of art is an irrelevance. But perhaps it would have become more relevant to Lairesse 
if he had seen more actual paintings, and fewer poor engravings, which gave no more than a faint 
flavor of their originals.

Lairesse was aware of the fact that prints varied in quality, but even high quality prints could 
mislead him. He had a great admiration for the work of the French engraver Gérard Audran41 and 
must therefore have put particular trust in his engravings of amoretti from the lunettes of Ra-
phael’s Cupid and Psyche ceiling in the Villa Farnesina. These Farnesina putti attracted Lairesse’s 
criticism, since he felt that they were too muscular.42 He may have been thinking in particular of 
this one (fig. 5), with his burly thighs and shoulders and protuberant stomach muscles. Lairesse 
directs his criticism not at Audran, but at Raphael, assuming that Audran’s prints can be taken as 
a trustworthy rendition of the original frescoes. However, if we compare the print to the original 
(fig. 6) we can see that Raphael’s putto is several kilograms lighter than Audran’s, with much less 
developed musculature. Lairesse has drawn conclusions about Raphael’s art from Audran’s en-
graving, and once again it turns out that his conclusions were unwarranted.

Lairesse tells us that Raphael is the greatest of painters,43 but his opinion on the matter seems 
to be based almost entirely on his trust in the general consensus. As far as we can tell from his dis-
cussions in the Groot Schilderboek, Raphael’s art was known to him from a fairly small number of 

Fig. 5 Gérard Audran, after Raphael, Amoretto from the Villa Farnesina, 
Loggia di Psiche, engraving, 22.2 x 29 cm. London, British Museum, 
inv. 1917,1208.867 (photo: © Trustees of the British Museum)

Fig. 6 Workshop of Raphael, Amoretto, 1519, fresco. Rome, Villa Farnesina, 
Loggia di Psiche (photo: Berthold Kress/Warburg Institute)
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mostly undistinguished etchings and engravings. Besides the cycles we have already considered, 
the only work by Raphael to which Lairesse refers in his treatise is Marcantonio’s engraving of 
the Fall of Man (fig. 7), which he criticizes for “a coarse mistake,” the fact that there is a sawn-off 
branch at a time before the invention of saws.44 Looking through the prints Lairesse knew, one 
wonders how his imagination could ever have been fired by Raphael’s art, and one wonders, too, 
what he would have thought if he had traveled to Rome and seen Raphael’s most famous paint-
ings, in color, with all their delicacy of tint and touch. Perhaps he would then have thought that 
composing pictures was not a task that could be carried out by the blind; that it involved rather 
more than arranging figures to bring about the maximum narrative probability. Lairesse believed 
that good art follows clear rational rules, but perhaps he would have been less sure of that if he 
had experienced more of the art he said that he admired, in all its complexity and power.

When it came to the art of Poussin, Lairesse had an advantage, in that the quality of the prints 
available to him was much greater. No artists in European history have been better served by re-
productive printmakers than Nicolas Poussin and Charles Le Brun, and their good fortune was of 
course assisted by a government arts policy that used etched copies of French works as a means of 
convincing Europe that the France of Louis XIV was an artistic, as well as a political and military 
great power.45 Lairesse was a firm admirer of French prints, and he singled out Gérard Audran,46 
Gérard Edelinck,47 Cornelis Vermeulen,48 and Michel Natalis49 for particular praise.

These prints were so sophisticated and seemingly accurate that they allowed him to make remarks 
about subtle effects of light and shade. Take for example his comments on Poussin’s Testament of 
Eudamidas (fig. 8).50 The obscure story, from Lucian’s dialogue Toxaris, concerns a poor soldier 
who had nothing to leave his friends in his will except his wife and sister, with the request that 
they be taken care of. Since his wishes were obeyed without question, the story is recounted by 
Lucian as a moral exemplar of friendship.51 Lairesse misidentifies the subject as the death of the 
Theban general Epaminondas, but it is not really the subject that concerns him; what he is inter-

Fig. 7 Marcantonio Raimondi, after Raphael, The Fall of Man, 1510–20, 
engraving, 24 x 17.7 cm. London, British Museum, inv. H,1.4 (photo: © 
Trustees of the British Museum)
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ested in is the light. He writes: “No rule concerning light was neglected in this work. Everything 
has its natural effect, so that it appears enchanting and charming to our eyes.”52 In the margin he 
adds “Fine print by N. Poussin”;53 the painting was in a French private collection at this time.54 
The question is whether the subtle effects that he saw in the print are also there in the original 
by Poussin (fig. 9). This is not easy to say, since the painting, like many of Poussin’s works, has 
darkened.55 The print seems to contain a variety of light fall, which is now absent in the painting. 
Consider, for example, the head of the mother of Eudamidas. In the print this is illuminated 
with a number of glancing and delicate reflections, but in the painting the effect is much more 
uniform. That may well be because the highlights have faded, perhaps because areas of lead white 
have become translucent. Another possibility is that the engraver increased the effect of reflection, 
since reflections in shadows came more into fashion among artists as the seventeenth century 
progressed.56 But whatever the truth of the matter, Lairesse’s praise was elicited by the print, not 
the painting; he had not seen the Poussin itself.

Another remark praising Poussin’s use of light can be found in Lairesse’s brief mention of Christ 
healing the blind of Jericho (fig. 10). Lairesse writes that:

one should take particular care to ensure . . . that the light falls on the most 
important object and place, as Poussin correctly showed in a painting where he 
depicted Christ giving back sight to the blind; where the greatest and most forceful 
light is entirely spread over him.57

Again, Lairesse cannot have seen the original, which was in the French royal collection; he must 
have been thinking of a print, quite possibly the one by Guillaume Chasteau (fig. 11).58

What exactly did he mean by “the largest and most forceful light” (“het grootste en krachtigste 
licht”)? If he meant the lit part of the painting that has the most powerful visual impact, then the 
Apostle in yellow at right or the blind man in the cream-colored tunic at left seem just as striking. 
Again, we have to be careful with respect to pictorial condition; the balance of color in any paint

Fig. 8 Jean Pesne, after Nicolas Poussin, The Testament of Eudamidas, 
1644–1700, etching, 48 x 59 cm. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv. 
RP-P-OB-63.442 (photo: © Rijksmuseum)

Fig. 9 Nicolas Poussin, The Testament of Eudamidas, 1644–48, oil on 
canvas, 110.5 x 138.5 cm. Copenhagen, Statens Museum for Kunst, inv. 
KMS3889 (photo: © SMK)
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ing, but especially a Poussin—even a Poussin in unusually good condition such as this one—can 
change quite considerably over time. But this is hardly relevant in this case, since Lairesse cannot 
have seen the painting itself; he was thinking about the print, where, without the distraction of 
color, we might agree that the light on Christ is the largest and most conspicuous. It is indeed 
possible that the print better preserves the original balance of light than the current state of the 
painting. There is a smooth evenness of light in the Chasteau, which creates a greater spatial 
coherence, and one can I think argue that this coherence was present in the original Poussin but 
has been distorted as the painting has aged.

As well as studying and admiring these prints, Lairesse also made use of them as an artist, picking 
up ideas both for figures and for compositions. It is interesting to watch his practice in this, since 
he never slavishly follows his models but rather uses them as inspiration for new compositions. 
At the same time, one can often sense, so to speak, the print he is using, and one can see as well 
that he is following the print and not the painting. As an example, consider Lairesse’s painting of 
the death of Germanicus (fig. 12). This has clearly grown out of a careful and appreciative perusal 
of Guillaume Chasteau’s print after Poussin’s Germanicus (fig. 13).59 Lairesse had not seen the 
original painting, which was in the Barberini collection in Rome; and that he is looking at the 
print we can deduce from the way he builds his composition around the dying Germanicus on the 
left, rather than the right, of the composition.60 No detail is the same between the painting and the 
print, each pose has been rethought, and the cast of characters, too, has been altered significantly. 
And yet there are at the same time clear resemblances; consider for example the soldier raising his 
sword—which has been moved from his left to his right hand, quietly correcting the inversion of 
the print—or the nurse holding a child, who Lairesse has merged into the figure of the weeping 
Agrippina, Germanicus’s wife. And then, too, there is the pose of Germanicus, straining to look to 
one side; as well as the draperies over the bed and the architectural view leading off to the right. It 
is interesting to follow Lairesse as he remolds his sources in this way.

Another example of the same phenomenon is his reaction to Poussin’s Empire of Flora. The 
whereabouts of this painting during Lairesse’s lifetime is not currently known, but there is no 

Fig. 10 Nicolas Poussin, The Blind of Jericho, 1650, oil on canvas, 119 x 176 cm. 
Paris, Musée du Louvre, inv. 7281 (photo: © 2018 Josse/Scala, Florence)

Fig. 11 Guillaume Chasteau, after Nicolas Poussin, The Blind of Jericho, 
ca. 1672–74, etching, 42 x 52 cm. London, Wellcome Library (photo: 
Wellcome Collection. CC BY. https://wellcomecollection.org/works/
afcbv7cd)
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reason to suppose it was in the Northern Netherlands, and in any case he tells us in the Groot 
Schilderboek that he knew it through a print, probably the print by Gérard Audran (fig. 14).61 
We can perhaps also deduce that the copy of the print that Lairesse knew had been shorn of its 
explanatory motto along the lower edge, since he declared himself thoroughly baffled by the 
subject. The Empire of Flora is a collection of mythological individuals all of whom have given 
their names to flowers, such as Narcissus, Hyacinth, and Crocus. Ajax is the exception, since he 
did not have a flower named after him; but when he stabbed himself, Ovid tells us, a hyacinth 
flower grew up at the spot where his blood struck the ground.62 All of this is explained in the 
motto to Audran’s engraving, but Lairesse could not understand the iconography. He thought that 
the print represented the Elysian Fields and was shocked to see Ajax committing suicide in such 
a hallowed spot. “I find it hard to believe,” he wrote, “that Poussin himself could have thought up 
such a strange conception; for he places Ajax among the blessed in so cruel a posture; a man who, 
as a murderer of himself, should rather have earned a place in hell.”63

Nevertheless, if he disapproved of the subject, Lairesse must have admired the print, since he 
made use of it when painting his Bacchanal in Kassel (fig. 15).64 Although the subject is very 
different from the Empire of Flora, even from Lairesse’s conception of the Empire of Flora, there 
are a number of quotations and half-quotations of Poussin’s composition. The figure of Bacchus, 
for example, seems to be based on the figures of Hyacinth and Adonis in Audran’s print; Lairesse 
has given Hyacinth the right arm of Adonis. Then, too, the young man looking into the wine vat 
in the left foreground of Lairesse’s painting resembles Narcissus gazing at his reflection in the 
Poussin. The figure of Ajax may have met with Lairesse’s disapproval, but he seems to have liked 
the shape of its right leg, since he used it for the young bacchant in the right foreground. And 
Poussin’s herm of Pan is reused in disguised form in the Lairesse. Note, too, the echoes in the 
overall composition, with the herm, the trees, and the fountain in the print echoed by the herm, 
the trees, and the urn in the painting. It hardly needs saying that all of these resemblances are 
configured in accordance with the print, which reverses the composition of the painting.

Lairesse drew on Poussin for inspiration and may even have seen himself as a follower of the 

Fig. 12 Gerard de Lairesse, The Death of Germanicus, ca. 1670, oil on 
canvas, 74 x 88.5 cm. Kassel, Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister, inv. GK 463 
(photo: © bpk, Bildagentur für Kunst, Kultur und Geschichte, Berlin)

Fig. 13 Guillaume Chasteau, after Nicolas Poussin, The Death of 
Germanicus, 1663, etching and engraving, 44.6 x 53.7 cm. Amsterdam, 
Rijksmuseum, inv. RP-P-OB-56.898 (photo: © Rijksmuseum)
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Frenchman. And yet once we compare not Lairesse to Poussin prints but Lairesse to Poussin 
paintings, we can see that what similarities there are between the two artists are confined to 
choice of motifs and style of drawing. A profound difference, on the other hand, comes with their 
use of color. For Lairesse, color should always be subservient to verisimilitude. As he himself put 
it:

although Nature is deficient in all other branches of Art, she is not in so far as 
concerns Coloring, and this is why, in this branch of art, no better model has 
been found than the life itself; that also, whatever does not perfectly agree with it, 
however much it may charm and please the eye, remains in itself false and of no 
worth.65

This is a doctrine of coloring to which any number of Dutch genre, landscape, and still-life paint-
ers might also have subscribed. Poussin, too, might have paid lip service to this ideal, but at the 
same time he was aware that color played a crucial role in creating the distilled mood of a paint-
ing. As his friend and biographer André Félibien observed:

M. Poussin represented his Figures with actions more or less strong and colours 
more or less lively, depending on the subject which he was treating . . . When he 
represented a sad and lugubrious subject like the Plague (fig. 16), all the colours 
were muted and half faded . . . But in the subject of Rebecca (fig. 17) which has 
to be full of grace, he only employed lively colors, which he gently broke into one 
another, and which made a blend that charms the eyes.66

The condition of these two works is far from perfect; both have been transferred to new canvasses 
and have darkened as a result.67 But even with these paintings in poor condition we can see that 
Félibien has a point; Poussin does vary his color depending on the theme and uses both color and 
handling for expressive purposes.

Fig. 14 Gérard Audran, after Nicolas Poussin, The Empire of Flora, ca. 
1680, etching, 42 x 53 cm. London, British Museum, inv. 1917,1208.1279 
(photo: © Trustees of the British Museum)

Fig. 15 Gerard de Lairesse, Bacchanal, ca. 1680, oil on canvas, 130 x 
157 cm. Kassel, Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister, inv. GK 462 (photo: © 
2018, Photo Scala, Florence/bpk Bildagentur für Kunst, Kultur und 
Geschichte, Berlin)
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These remarks come in the midst of a passage in which Félibien explains Poussin’s concept of the 
modes, the idea that paintings, like music, should be constructed around an emotional theme, 
of joy or violence or fear or sadness, which all the elements of the painting should combine 
to express. Poussin put forward this theory of the modes in a famous letter to Paul Fréart de 
Chantelou, and while in that letter he did not mention color as one of the elements of expression, 
Charles Le Brun and André Félibien, who both knew him well, both asserted that color was of 
importance to Poussin’s modal practice.68 There has been much debate about what Poussin meant 
and how it impinged on his painting. But if we return to Lairesse’s Death of Germanicus, and this 
time compare it not to Chasteau’s print but to Poussin’s painting (fig. 18),69 we can perhaps get 

some idea of the difference of approach between the two painter-theorists. Poussin uses intense 
reds, yellows, and blues to create vibrant contrasts, which have no very obvious spatial function, 
but which by their violence add to the dramatic mood. Germanicus was poisoned by the governor 
of Syria, possibly acting on the orders of the emperor Tiberius, and here we see the mourning 

Fig. 16 Nicolas Poussin, The Plague of Ashdod, 1630–31, oil on canvas, 
148 x 198 cm. Paris, Musée du Louvre, inv. 7276 (photo: © 2018, Photo 
Scala, Florence)

Fig. 17 Nicolas Poussin, Eliezer and Rebecca, 1648, oil on canvas, 118 x 199 
cm. Paris, Musée du Louvre, inv. 7270 (photo: © 2018, Photo Josse/Scala, 
Florence)

Fig. 18 Nicolas Poussin, The Death of Germanicus, 1627, oil on canvas, 
148 x 198 cm. Minneapolis, Institute of Arts, William Hood Dunwoody 
Fund, inv. 58.28 (photo: © 2018, Photo Josse/Scala, Florence)

Fig. 12 Gerard de Lairesse, The Death of Germanicus, ca. 1670, oil on 
canvas, 74 x 88.5 cm. Kassel, Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister, inv. GK 463 
(photo: © bpk, Bildagentur für Kunst, Kultur und Geschichte, Berlin)
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of his family and friends and the eager desire of his fellow soldiers to avenge his death. Poussin’s 
colors have been carefully chosen to evoke the powerful and tragic emotions of the event. Lairesse 
on the other hand uses a more broken palette, aiming for a muted effect in which spatial relations 
are registered with subtle distinctions of tone. In this, he is certainly successful; he is, it seems 
to me, much better able to create a sense of houding than Poussin, even taking into account the 
dubious condition of most of the latter’s works.70 But if he creates space effectively, he does not put 
color to the service of expression, in the way that Poussin did.

It is of course hardly surprising that Lairesse, who learned so much from Poussin, should have 
taken less from the latter’s practice when it came to coloring: he had probably never seen a real 
painting by the Frenchman. He could study drawing, expression, and composition from prints, 
but not coloring, and for this he drew on the standard practices of Dutch painters of his day.71 
That is why, of all the chapters of the Groot Schilderboek, the chapters on color are the most pre-
cious, as a record of Dutch painting. Lairesse may have been an admirer of the Italianate Grand 
Manner, but as a theorist and practitioner of coloring, he was closer to Jan Steen than to Poussin 
or Raphael.72
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in Honour of Alfred Bader, eds. Volker Manuth and Axel Rüger (London: Paul Holberton, 2004), 
26–33.
15 On Meyers’s Poussins, see Koenraad Jonckheere, The Auction of King William’s Paintings 1713: 
Elite International Art Trade at the End of the Dutch Golden Age (Amsterdam and Philadelphia: J. 
Benjamins, 2008),104–28. HTTPS://DOI.ORG/10.1075/OCULI.11
16 These epithets appear not to have been contemporary but to have emerged in the eighteenth 
century in France and England. Jean Baptiste Descamps, La vie des peintres flamands, allemands 
et hollandois (Paris: C.-A. Jombert, 1753–63), 3:101: “Lairesse mérita d’être assez généralement 
nommé le Poussin de sa Nation. C’est un grand éloge, mais souvent justifié par ses Ouvrages”; An-
toine Joseph Dézallier d’Argenville, Abrégé de la vie des plus fameux peintres (Paris: De Bure l’aîné, 
1762), 3:59: “les Hollandois le regardèrent comme le meilleur peintre d’histoire de la Hollande, 
& l’appellerent communément leur second Raphaël [fn: Heemskerk est le premier]”; William 
Gilpin, An Essay upon Prints (London: J. Robson, 1768), 97: “The simple and sublime ideas, which 
appear everywhere in his works, acquired him the title of the Dutch Raphael; a title which he very 
well deserves.” By the end of the century, however, such praise was beginning to seem excessive: 
Claude Henri Watelet and Pierre Charles Levesque, Dictionnaire des Arts de Peinture, Sculpture et 
Gravure (Paris: L. F. Prault, 1792), 4:513: “On pourroit dire que Layresse est le Poussin mal élevé 
et n’ayant fait que de mauvaises études”; Jean-Joseph Taillasson, Observations sur quelques grands 
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peintres, dans lesquelles on cherche à fixer les caractères distinctifs de leur talent, avec un précis de 
leur vie (Paris: Duminil-Lesueur, 1807), 150: “On le nomma le Poussin de la Hollande; rien ne 
prouve mieux combien la manière de sentir l’art de la peinture dans cette contrée est differente de 
celle du Poussin”; Roy, Lairesse, 178–81; Jasper Hillegers, “De konstbloem, het grootste genie ooit, 
en de nijdassige Waal: De waarderingsgeschiedenis van Gerard de Lairesse in vogelvlucht,” in 
Eindelijk! Lairesse, ed. Beltman, Knolle, and Van der Meer Mohr, 121.
17 Gerard de Lairesse, The Great Book on Painting, translated by Lyckle de Vries (Leiden: Primave-
ra Press, 2011), 135–38.
18 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 1:135–38.
19 Annibale Carracci painted this subject more than once. There are paintings in Milan (ca. 1595, 
oil on canvas, 170 x 225 cm, Pinacoteca di Brera), Budapest (1595–97, oil on canvas, 76.5 cm x 
63.5 cm, Museum of Fine Arts) and Vienna (ca. 1604–5, oil on canvas, 60.5 x 146 cm, Kunsthis-
torisches Museum), all of which were copied in prints. See Evelina Borea, ed., Annibale Carracci e 
i suoi incisori, exh. cat. (Rome: École française de Rome, 1986), 54, 88–91, 241, 301. Lairesse was 
probably referring to the Budapest painting, since this was etched by Jan de Bisschop when it was 
in the collection of Jan Six in Amsterdam (Borea, Carracci, 89–90; Meijer, “Italian Paintings in 
17th Century Holland,” 397), and he mentions De Bisschop as the maker of a print of a Woman 
at the Well by Carracci (Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 2:376). However he adds that this same 
painting had also been etched by Carracci himself and Lepautre; their prints are not listed in the 
catalogue of prints after Carracci made by K. H. Heineken (Borea, Carracci, 301).
20 Workshop of Raphael, 1516–17, fresco, ca. 60 x ca 25 cm, Vatican City, Stanze di Raffaello, Stan-
za dell’Incendio di Borgo. See Dominique Cordellier and Bernadette Py, Raphael, son atelier, ses 
copistes (Paris: Réunion des Musées Nationaux, 1992), 358–59; Roberto Caravaggi, ed., Raphael in 
the Apartments of Julius II and Leo X (Milan: Electra, 1993), 322.
21 Domenichino, Judith with the Head of Holofernes, Solomon and Sheba (more likely Solomon 
and Bathsheba), Esther before Ahasuerus, and David Dancing before the Ark, 1625–28, four 
frescoes in the pendentives of the cupola of the Cappella Bandini, San Silvestro al Quirinale, 
Rome. See Richard E. Spear, Domenichino (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982), 271–74, 
cat. 101; Maria Grazia Bernardini, “La cappella Bandini a San Silvestro al Quirinale,” in Domen-
ichino 1581–1641, exh. cat., ed. Giovanna Grumo (Rome: Palazzo Venezia/Milan: Electra, 1996), 
318–29.
22 1655, oil on canvas, 199 x 155 cm, St. Petersburg, Hermitage Museum. See Walter Friedländer, 
Nicolas Poussin: Die Entwicklung seiner Kunst (Munich: R. Piper, 1914), 126.
23 1651, oil on canvas, 399 x 310 cm, Paris, Cathedral of Notre-Dame.
24 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 1:138: “Beschouwt eens het Vrouwtje aan de put, van Carats; 
Simon den Tovenaar, van Raphaël; Judith, Zeba, Hester en David, van Dominiquin; Hester en 
Ahazuerus, van Poussyn. Beziet het schoone Stuk van le Brun, de dood van St. Stephanus verbeel-
dende: hoe wonderlyk krachtig, deftig, natuurlyk en beknopt hy deze dingen geschikt heeft, en 
dat met kloeke beelden. Dit gezegde is genoeg om klaarlyk te bewyzen, dat het kloek schilderen 
het kleene verre overtreft, en dat de geen, die zich in het groot heeft geoeffend, zonder moeite tot 
het kleen kan daalen, als hy maar wil: daar in tegendeel iemand, die zich aan het kleen altyd bezig 
houd, beswaarlyk tot het groot kan geraaken.”
25 For the Carracci, see note 19 above. The Simon Magus he knew through the engravings of 
eighteen Raphael school designs (grisaille frescoes from embrasures and socles in the papal 
Stanze, and border images from the Sistine tapestries) in Pietro Santi Bartoli, D. Nicolao Sim-
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onellio picturae omniumque bonarum artium cultori eximio . . . (Rome: G. G. de’ Rossi, ca. 1660); 
he criticizes Bartoli’s engravings in the Groot Schilderboek, 2:387–88. The Bandini frescoes he 
probably knew through the engravings by Gérard Audran (Alexandre Pierre François Robert-Du-
mesnil, Le peintre-graveur français: ou Catalogue raisonné des estampes gravées par les peintres 
et les dessinateurs de l’école française [Paris: G. Warée/Mme Huzard, 1835–65], 9:297.101–4), an 
engraver he admired (Groot Schilderboek, 2:372, 382); there also exists a less polished set of prints 
by Robert van Audenaerde (London, British Museum, Dept. of Prints and Drawings, U,4.26, 
U,4.33, U,4.38 and U,4.42). The Poussin he might have known through engravings by Jean Pesne 
(Andreas Andresen, Nicolas Poussin: Verzeichniss der nach seinen Gemälden gefertigten gleichzeiti-
gen und späteren Kupferstiche [Leipzig: Rudolph Weigel, 1863], 88) or François de Poilly the elder 
(Andresen, Poussin, 87). The Le Brun he would have known through the print by Étienne Picart 
(Daniel Wildenstein, “Les oeuvres de Charles Le Brun d’après les graveurs de son temps,”Gazette 
des Beaux-Arts 66 [1965]: 1–58, cat. 108).
26 Meijer, “Italian Paintings in 17th Century Holland,” 397.
27 See note 19 above. Lairesse does not mention Jan Six in either the Grondlegginge der Teeken-
konst or the Groot Schilderboek, but they must at least have shared acquaintances; Six wrote the 
inscription to a portrait by Lairesse of Govart Bidloo. Roy, Gerard de Lairesse, 318–19.
28 Lairesse, Art of Painting, 101.
29 For the fresco, see the comments in note 20 above. On Bartoli, see note 25 above and Grazia 
Bernini Pezzini, ed., Raphael invenit: Stampe da Raffaello nelle collezioni dell’Istituto nazionale per 
la grafica (Rome: Edizioni Quasar, 1985), 60.
30 Sisto Badalocchio and Giovanni Lanfranco, Historia del Testamento Vecchio dipinta in Roma nel 
Vaticano da Raffaello da Urbino (Rome: Giovanni Orlandi, 1607). There is also a version dated 
1615 with fifty-three etchings by Orazio Borgianni (Adam Bartsch, Le peintre-graveur (Leipzig, 
1854–70) 17:316–20). For an argument that Lairesse knew the Badalocchio and Lanfranco edi-
tion, see note 37 below.
31 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek,1:58: “Doch nademaal de grootste meesters hunne misslagen heb-
ben, zo is het waarschynelyk, of dat deze Bybelse Prenten, in zyn jonge tyd, of in zyn laatere, door 
zyn beste discipelen als Julio Romano, Gio Francesco Penni of Perrin del Vago, na zyn lugtige 
schetzen opgeteekend of geschilderd, en vorder door hem zelf geretokeert zyn.”
32 It might be thought unlikely that Lairesse thought these prints were by Raphael, given that some 
are clearly signed by Sisto Badalocchio. However Lairesse gives no indication that he was aware 
of the fact that the Raphael Bible was made by later printmakers, and refers (Groot Schilderboek, 
1:57) to “een print van Rafaël” as if it was by Raphael himself.
33 As the paragraph goes on, Lairesse continues to mix up paint and print: “en vorder door hem 
zelf geretokeert zyn; want het is onmogelyk dat zo veel werk door een Meester in zo een korte 
leeftyd alleen gemaakt zy, schoon hy vaardig in het schilderen was: behalven dit, was het zyn 
manier het werk lang by hem te behouden, tot hy die na zyn gedachten zo ver gebracht had, dat ’er 
niets meêr op te zeggen viel. Maar wat belangt deez Bybel, als men dezelve met aandacht beziet, 
zal men bevinden, dat tussen de een en de andere print een groot onderscheid is, hoewel ’er in 
zommige de deftigheid, grootsheid en waarschynelykheid, wonderlyk wel Waargenomen zyn.”
34 Genesis 26: 6–11.
35 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 1:58: “Wat belangd deze ordinantie, myn gevoelen rond uit verk-
laard, het behaagt my niet heel veel: maar ik geloof dat het hier in, als met my geleegen is, die 
noch moejelyk ben om veele dingen welke ik in myn leertyd vol misslagen gemaakt heb, en die 
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echter het licht zien. Ik kan ook zyne meening, die hy hier in beoogd heeft, niet recht bezeffen; 
maar wat het zonnelicht betreft, mogelyk zyn daar in zyn gedachten schranderder, dan zy in de 
eerste opslag zich aan ons vertoonen; want indien de zon niet helder op dit verliefde paar ges-
cheenen had, Abimelech zoude hun liefkozeryen, door zyn afgewyderdheid van standplaats, niet 
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36 Nicole Dacos, Le Logge di Raffaello: Maestro e bottega di fronte all’antico (Rome: Istituto poli-
grafico dello Stato, Libreria, 1977), 171: “Il lirismo della scena è accentuato dai raggi del tramonto, 
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a maiolica plate of 1524 by Nicola da Urbino in the Louvre (OA 7578), in which the sun is dark 
blue. Timothy Wilson, “Italian Maiolica and Gift-Giving between Women, c. 1480-1600,” in Lux-
ury and the Ethics of Greed in Early Modern Italy, ed, Catherine Kovesi (Turnhout: Brepols, 2018), 
196–98 HTTPS://DOI.ORG/10.1484/M.EER-EB.5.115728; cf. Timothy Wilson, The Golden Age of 
Italian Maiolica-Painting (Turin: Allemandi, 2018), 198.
37 In the version of this print by Borgianni (Bartsch, Le peintre graveur, 17:317, no. 18) the disk of 
the sun is darkened by hatching and surrounded by an aureole of light, and the shadows through-
out the print are darker: it is therefore harder to mistake dusk for broad sunlight. This suggests 
that Lairesse probably knew the Badalocchio version.
38 Nicole Dacos, Le Logge di Raffaello: Maestro e bottega di fronte all’antico (Rome: Istituto poli-
grafico dello Stato, Libreria, 1977), 171, cat. V.2 (for the attribution history). Dacos herself be-
lieved that the fresco is “senz’ombra di dubbio” by Giulio.
39 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 1:190. Since writing this passage I have seen a remarkable exhi-
bition of paintings by an artist who composed and executed work of great poetic power after his 
sight had entirely failed. See Olivia Laing, ed., Sargy Mann: Late Paintings, exh. cat. (London: SP 
Books, 2019). For more on Sargy Mann, including videos of him painting while blind and many 
of his lucid and articulate contributions to art theory, visit sargymannarchive.com. 
40 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek,1:58; Paul Taylor, Vermeer, Lairesse and Composition (Zwolle: 
Waanders, 2010), 7.  
41 See note 25 above.
42 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 2:184: “die [Kinderen] van Raphaël zyn doorgaans, doch voornaa-
mentlyk in de rand der Geschiedenissen van Psiché, wat te zwaar, en te veel gemuskeld.”
43 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 1:46, 175.
44 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 1:79–80: [in margin: “Grove misslag in Rafaël.”] “En hoewel de 
doorluchtige Rafaël, in zyn Adam en Eva, daar de eerste van de tweede de appel ontfangd, op een 
dorrenboom rustende, verbeeld heeft, en zulks noch niet alleen, maar met de byl glad af gehakt 
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niet verschoonelyk zy. Want wat schyn van waarheid is ‘er, dat een boom, die nauwlyks het leeven 
heeft ontfangen, en zo na by den boom des leevens geplaatst, alreede verdord zou wezen, zekerlyk 
dit kan niet als door onachtzaamheid hem dus uit de hand gevallen zyn, eeven als in die van Kaïn, 
daar hy zyn Broeder Abel met een scherpe yzere houweel dood slaat; en in noch een ander stuk 
Eva met een spinrok vertoond. Welk een onnatuurlykheid en ongerymdheid!”
45 Louis Marchesano and Christian Michel, Printing the Grand Manner: Charles Le Brun and 
Monumental Prints in the Age of Louis XIV (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute, 2010).
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46 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 2:381–82.
47 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 2:372.
48 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 2:372.
49 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 2:377 and 382.
50 Georges Wildenstein, “Les Graveurs de Poussin au XVIIe siècle,” Gazette des Beaux-Arts 46 
(1955): 107.
51 Lucian, Toxaris: A Dialogue of Friendship.
52 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 1:334: “De Konstbeminnaar beschouwe eens met aandacht, hoe 
die schrandere Konstheld Nicolaas Poussyn zich gedraagen heeft in het verbeelden van de dood 
des grooten Veldoversten Epaminondas. Daar is geene waarneeming van licht in overgeslagen. 
Alles doet daar zyne natuurlyke werking; waar door het aan onze oogen betoverlyk en bekoorlyk 
voorkomt.”
53 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 1:334: “Braave Print van N. Poussyn.”
54 Richard Verdi, Nicolas Poussin, 1594–1665 (London: Royal Academy of Arts, 1995), 259–60.
55 Paul Taylor, Condition: the Ageing of Art (London: Paul Holberton, 2015), 16–17, 161–62, 173, 
187–88.
56 Ulrike Kern, Light and Shade in Dutch and Flemish Art (Turnhout: Brepols, 2014), 169–75.  
57 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 1:304: “Derhalven moet men den tyd, in diergelyke gelegentheden, 
wel waarneemen; voor al dat het licht op het voornaamste voorwerp en plaats valle, zo als 
Poussyn wel te regt heeft laaten blyken in een Tafereel alwaar hy Christus verbeeld die den blind-
en het licht weder geeft; zynde het grootste en krachtigste licht over hem in ‘t geheel verspreid.”
58 Wildenstein, “Graveurs de Poussin,” 65 I.
59 Wildenstein, “Graveurs de Poussin,” 155.
60 As already observed by Roy, Lairesse, 95, 268–70; and Justus Lange, “Gerard de Lairesse in 
18de-eeuwse Duitse adellijke verzamelingen,”in Eindelijk! Lairesse, 129–31.  
61 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 1:394; Wildenstein, “Graveurs de Poussin,” 137; Verdi, Poussin, 
180–81.
62 Ovid, Metamorphoses, 13.394–96.
63 Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek, 1:394: “Ik heb dan vast gesteld, dat de kleêren den Menschen en 
Goden niet als tot een kenteeken dienen: en hier op schiet my tegenwoordig regt van pas de Print 
van Poussyn in den zin, waar in het voorgezegde duidelyk en klaar blykt. De zelve verbeeld de 
Elizeesche velden, met eenige gelukzalige zielen, rustende, alwaar de jonkheid of eeuwige lente 
danst, en bloemen strooit. Verders vertoont hy Hyacintus, Narcissus, Crocus, Adonis, Ayax, en 
meer anderen. Zy zitten daar als toen zy leefden; zo dat men hier uit genoegsaam kan bespeuren, 
hoe bezwaarlyk zulks te doen zy, zonder hunne byzondere kenteekenen, als spies, hoorn, fon-
tein, helm, roozekrans, enz. En hoe onmogelyk het voor Poussyn, die zulk een doorluchtig en 
doorleezen man was, zy geweest Ayax te doen kennen, dewyl hy hem daar verbeeld in de zelve 
woede of daadelyke wanhoop, te weeten, zich zelven doorsteekende, even als toen hy voor Troye 
was: myn’s bedunkens een groote misslag omtrent de natuurlykheid. Ik zoude het veel liever 
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a valu à Lairesse le surnom de «Poussin hollandais».”
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konst, gebrekkelyk is, zy is zulks niet omtrent de Coloriet, hierom is het, dat in dit deel der konst, 
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66 André Félibien, ed., Conferences de l’Academie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture pendant l’année 
1667 (Paris: Frederic Leonard, 1669), Preface, úr: “M. Poussin representoit ses Figures avec des 
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ayant trouvé les veritables degrez de force & d’affoiblissement qui se rencontrent dans les cou-
leurs, il sçavoit si bien s’en servir qu’on remarque dans ses Ouvrages une conduite harmonique de 
mesme que des pieces de Musique. Lors qu’il a representé un sujet triste & lugubre, comme son 
Tableau quo’on appelle la Peste qui est dans le Cabinet du Roy, toutes les couleurs sons éteintes & 
à demy effacées, la lumiere foible, & les mouvemens de ses Figures lents & abatus. Mais dans celuy 
de Rebecca qui doit estre gracieux, il n’a employé que des couleurs vives, qu’il a doucement rom-
puës les unes par les autres, & dont il a fait un mélange qui charme les yeux.” On broken colors in 
Félibien, see Ulrike Kern, “The Origins of Broken Colours,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld 
Institutes 79 (2017): 183–211, 205–9.
67 Pierre Rosenberg, Nicolas Poussin: Les tableaux du Louvre, catalogue raisonné (Paris: Louvre 
Éditions/Somogy Éditions d’Art, 2015), 105 and 222.
68 Jennifer Montagu, “The Theory of the Musical Modes in the Académie Royale de Peinture et 
de Sculpture,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 55 (1992): 233–48. HTTPS://DOI.
ORG/10.2307/751426
69 Verdi, Poussin, 162–64.
70 For a discussion of the term houding, see Paul Taylor, “The Concept of Houding in Dutch 
Art Theory,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 55 (1992): 210-32. HTTPS://DOI.
ORG/10.2307/751425.
71 Lairesse was trained in Liège by Bertholet Flémalle, who saw himself as a follower of Poussin 
(Sluijter, “Artistieke integratie,” 36–39), but even Flémalle has a Flemish mellowness of tone which 
is markedly different from that of Poussin. Once he was in Amsterdam, Lairesse quickly assimilat-
ed the local style; Sluijter, “Artistieke integratie,” 40.
72 See Watelet and Levesque, Dictionnaire, 4:512–13: “S’il tient quelque chose de son pays, ce n’est 
que la couleur & le pinceau. D’ailleurs, dans sa manière de concevoir & de disposer, il a cherché à 
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